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SPECIAL *** COLLECTION OF MARITIME PRESS CLIPPINGS *** REPORT 

FRANK HAALMEIJER  
RETIRED 

By : Piet Sinke  
 

After spending nearly his life at sea, Capt Frank Haalmeijer, at present master of the Stena Hollandica at the 
route Hoek van Holland <> Harwich will be retire soon, this special report will be about the seamans life of Capt 
Frank. 
 
Frank Haalmeijer was born January 17th 1949. His father was working ashore in the offices of Van Nievelt, 
Goudriaan that time and Frank was at a young age regularly on board the company ships. We also used the possibility 
to sail with the company ships for a coastal trip to Bremen, Hamburg and Antwerp as holidays and or bussiness of my 
father. At that time, it was in 1956, Frank got a dream and told his father that he will be later a shipsmaster. 
His mother wanted him to learn a profession ashore and Frank applied for a job as a journalist during 1965 with a 
newspaper publisher, he was send to the “foto-vak school” and followed the training to become a journalist, but during 
that time he was not able to forget the time he sailed with his father, and his dream was all the time to become a 
ships captain. 

 
When Frank was 18 years old in 1967, during his lunch break he went on his bicycle to Scheveningen, and applied for 
a job overthere, he had to write a application letter, and received very fast answer and was offered a job as clearing 
agent (waterklerk) with the Norfolk Line where he started officially June 1st 1968 and was trained in this job by Jan de 
Wit. Just before he joined Norfolk Lijn three ships were sold to Indonesia and the only vessel left of Norfolk Lijn was 
the SUPERIOR PRODUCER. This tiny coaster was built in 1957 for Moerman Shipping of Schiedam as 
ANDROMEDA, but Norfolk Lijn purchased her in 1962 and renamed her as mentioned. The official owner of Norfolk 
Lijn at that time was Mr. L. Remeeus of Rotterdam, who had also in hands a trading company for perishable goods 
in the UK called Superior International Ltd. 

Due to the sale of the 3 vessel to Indonesia Norfolk Line was running low on tonnage on her route to Great Yarmouth. 
It was decided, that for the time being until the new roro ferry DUKE OF HOLLAND was introduced, three coasters 
were chartered as EAGLE and LUKAS-M of Delfzijl and FRANS-W of Groningen, which was temporarily renamed 
SUPERIOR IMPORTER. 

In his job, Frank was dealing with all customs clearances of the vessels and their cargoes. Incoming cargo in 
Scheveningen was a mix of everything as machinery, livestock, offshore industry materials, glass, canvas, typical 
English foodstuffs suchs as jams and mustards. Outward cargoes to Great Yarmouth was mainly fresh vegatables as 
tomatoes, lettuce and cucumbers. Also additional conserves in tins and fish. 
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Everyday early in the morning 2 ships arrived from Great Yarmouth in the port of Scheveningen,  they were discharged 
direct upon arrival, and in the meantime the trucks arrived from the auctions in the Westland with the fresh vegetables 
and fruits, and everything was loaded by hand onboard the coasters, Frank really enjoyed his time doing all the 
clearances of the items, but his goal was different, he wanted to become a seaman, and that was not really possible  

 

The SUPERIOR PRODUCER – photo : Frank Haalmeijer © 
 

from his position as ship’s broker clerk, in November 1968 Frank was based for some time in Great Yarmouth, but 
was able to get his first Seamans book December 5th 1968, and went proudly to Dutch Shipping Inspection and was 
placed onboard his first ship, the SUPERIOR PRODUCER as a purser , just to do onboard the paperworks for the 
newly to arrive ro-ro ferry services , in the meantime the SUPERIOR PRODUCER was chartered to do a trip from 
Iceland to Esbjerg in Denamrk with ponies, encountering bad weather on there trip up to Iceland with an empty 
vessel, they loaded 156 wild ponies onboard, together with 2 vet’s and sailed this cargo to Esbjerg, upon completion of 
this trip the SUPERIOR PRODUCER returned to her normal route Schevingen <> Great Yarmouth. 

Photo : Frank Haalmeijer © 
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During January 1969 the newbuilding DUKE OF HOLLAND was introduced at the route Scheveningen <> Great  
Yarmouth, the movements of this ro-ro at sea where completely different then the previous coaster, it was for Frank 
very difficult to use his typewriter that time, due to the movement of the ship during the bad weather periods. 
 
The Duke took besides the cargo also 12 passengers on the trip, in 6 cabins of 2 persons, the captain that time was 
Laurens Hoedemaker and the 1st officer was Menno Klautz, and this was good for Frank in view of his dream, 
Frank was having a colleague which was running back to back with him, allowing Frank to make extra trips with the 
coaster TRANSIT to obtain his sea-time certificate, Frank had to report for the military service during 1969, 
according Frank was time lost, but he is looking back at a good time with the Dutch Army Artillery section. 
 
During November 1970 Frank joined Van Nievelt, Goudriaan as an AB to complete his seatime and boarded the 

general cargo 
liner ALGORAB.
This ship made 7 
weeks trips from 
Rotterdam to Rio 
de Janeiro, 
Santos, 
Montevideo and 
Buenos Aires. 
The return 
voyage called at 
Santos and 
Salvador de Bahia 
to Rotterdam, 
where the ship 
arrived on New 
Years Eve 1970 in 
the Waalhaven. 
 

Top : Frank during his first South America trip onboard the ALGORAB seen arriving in Rio de Janeiro. 
 

Right : The 
ALGORAB seen 
in Las Palmas 
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In continuation Frank made a second trip to South America with the ALGORAB and upon completion of this trip he 
was he was appointed as apprentice deck officer on the reefer CHOLUTECA, which was berthed in Bremerhaven at 
that time. The next voyage was planned for Turbo (Colombia) to load bananas for Europe. His sea-father was chief 
officer Maarten de Groot and 2nd officer Wout Goudriaan learned him to handle the sextant and the use of the 
nautical almanac and tables, to find the actual position of the ship. This was a great help for him during his study on 
the Nautical College in Rotterdam. Frank studied in Rotterdam only 16 months after which he obtained his 3rd mates 
certificate. During his study at the same time at school was also one of our readers/ contributors of the New Clippings, 
living now in Cape Town, Aad Noorland. 

As a newly 3rd officer Frank signed on his first ship the Dutch weathership CUMULUS, which was operated and 
crewed by Van Nievelt, Goudriaan & Co. Frank did several trips on this particular ship to the most of the North Atlantic 
weatherstations as station Alpha, Mike, Kilo, India and Juliet and was regular sailing as a 2nd officer on her. 
Original the CUMULUS was a radiobeacon for the civil airlines and therefor 9 radio-operators were on board. Secondly 
a group of meteorologists were on board for doing observations and research. Later the meteorological side for the 
ship became more importance than the aeronautical work, because of an improvement in the aeroplane’s position 
instruments. 
In 1985 the Dutch Government stopped the weatherservices from the ships and after several years to be a common 
sight at the Maastunnel location, the CUMULUS was sold and was converted into a yacht and renamed SALEM. 
During his CUMULUS period he was several times intevered by trips on other ships, such as the reefer coaster 
ROCHAB and the South America liner ALCOR. 

 
Frank served on the CUMULUS 
until 1978 when he applied for a job 
with Maatschappij Zeeland which 
ferries served the route Hoek van 
Holland <> Harwich, at that time 
he did not get any response on his 
application and joined in September 
1978 the Norfolk Line again as 
Ch.Officer onboard the DUKE OF 
HOLLAND, he received at the end 
of November a letter from 
Maatschappij Zeeland and joined 
them on December 18th 1978 as 2nd 
mate onboard the KONINGIN 

JULIANA under command of Capt. 
E.Sloots.  
 

Left : KONINGIN JULIANA 
Photo : Peter Asklander © 
 

Later during 1979 Frank joined the 
PRINSES BEATRIX as 2nd mate, 
besides sailing, Frank started 
writing books. Basically with inspirations to practices as a journalist in early years, Frank started to describe the history 
of the Van Nievelt, Goudriaan company. Together with other prominent journalists he compiled the history in a modern 
issue. Shortly after this a second book from his hand was issued by Errato Publishers about maritime histories of the 
ships. 
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In the same time Frank was studying for his master’s certificate and succeeded in September 1980 in obtaining his 
Master’s Certificate. In October 1980 Frank was appointed as Chief Officer on board the KONINGIN JULIANA. 
His 3rd book was issued in 1986 handling about the Rotterdam Lloyd and her ships. All these books are now collector’s 
items. 
In 1993 the Hook of Holland – Harwich route celebrated her centennial birthday and Frank wrote the company’s 
memorial volume – 100 years Hook of Holland – Harwich. 
 
In 1996 Frank got his first 
command, master of the 
KONINGIN BEATRIX and 
did this job with a great 
pleasure until the new HIGH 
SPEED FERRY “HSS STENA 
DISCOVERY” was delivered 
in Rauma (Finland) to Stena 
Line. He changed and 
became one of the captain’s 
of the HSS. 
 

As part of the sea-trials the STENA DISCOVERY sailed into Stockholm for a PR trip. The hand-over to the company 
was there and changed the Finnish flag to the Dutch flag. 
Toghether with the seniormaster of the HSS he sailed from Stockholm via Gothenburg, the Pentland Firth to Belfast. 
The HSS was replacing her sistership for a short time there, after which she came to the Hook. Frank was sailing in 
between on the KONINGIN BEATRIX again. 
 
It was quite an experience to navigate at sea with a speed of over 40 knots and crossed the 115 miles within 3 hours 
40 minutes. 
 

On September 
30th, 2003, 
after he did 
972 returns on 
the HSS,  
Frank changed 
again and got 
the command 
on the newly 
built, 188 
meter long ro-
pax ferry 
STENA 
HOLLANDICA 
during 2003. 
 
Photo : Piet 
Sinke © 
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Frank will retire March, 12th, during his final trip on board the STENA HOLLANDICA, when she is safely delivered in 
the drydock at the Lloyd Werft in Bremerhaven.  The STENA HOLLANDICA will be lengthening with another 52 

meters till 240 meter long, which is the biggest lengthening operation ever done on a ship. 
Captain Frank will return from Bremerhaven to his hometown Hoek van Holland by train to retire and start a new 

part in his life. Hopefully he can spending more time in writing new books in future. 

Top : The STENA HOLLANDICA seen departing from the Hoek van Holland STENA terminal 
Photo : Piet Sinke © 
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Your editor of the News Clippings has Captain Frank followed during a return trip on board the STENA 
HOLLANDICA and we had a long and varied talk about his career at sea. He told me, that he did 3246 voyages 
between Hook van Holland and Harwich and back and he has kept records from all over 38 years at sea and counted 
in total over 941.000 safe nautical miles which is equal to 43,5 times around the globe in distance. –  

photos : Piet Sinke © 
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Top : Capt Frank on the radio during the departure from Hoek van Holland 
Photo : Piet Sinke © 

 

Frank on behalf of all the readers of the newsclippings I 
wish you all the best in the future, and maybe some more 

books in the future ??? 

The compiler of the news clippings disclaim all liability for any loss, damage or exense however caused, arising from 
the sending, receipt, or use of this e-mail communication and on any reliance placed upon the information provided 
through this free service and does not guarantee the completeness or accuracy of the information. If you want to no 

longer receive this bulletin kindly reply with the word “unsubscribe” in the subject line. 


